Dear Board of Regents,

Please do NOT acquiesce to the preposterous superstitions and blatantly false legal and environmental demands of the people attempting to halt the construction of the TMT on Mauna Kea.

These people have every right to express their superstitions, but they do not have any right whatsoever to require that anyone else believe or act in accord with their superstitions. Neither do they have the right to attempt to impose their blatantly erroneous legal claims about their "kingdom of Hawaii" and its supposed legal authority.

Please consider the rule of law, and the fact that our government is based upon the concept of freedom of, and FROM, religion.

Do the right, and legally correct, thing: Proceed immediately with the TMT construction as approved, and initiate whatever legal actions are necessary to remove any lawbreakers from interfering with that process.

thank you,

George Pace
Mountain View, Hawaii